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DOUGLAS FENNELL - Doug started his career with CPC Logistics in April 2009 as 
a driver at the Walgreen Company domicile in Butler, Pennsylvania. Doug has 
maintained a DOT accident and injury free record for the past 9 years, and he 
was awarded Driver of the Month in May 2017. He has a great relationship with 
the stores he services in the western Pennsylvania area who find him to always 
be prompt, reliable and dedicated.
An avid motorcycle rider, Doug participates in various charity rides. He escorts 
the Traveling Vietnam Veterans Wall and also rides in the Rolling Thunder in 
Washington, DC. He is a Master Mason and a member of the Widow’s Sons Ma-
sonic Riders Association. Along with his wife Betti, he enjoys camping, swimming 
and spending time with family.

SCOTTY QUALLS - Since starting with CPC in October 2012, Scotty Qualls has been a safe and professional 
driver. He is assigned to the Bridgestone Americas Tire Operations domicile in Lebanon, Tennessee where 
he is known for having a great attitude and being extremely flexible when it comes to providing excellent 
customer services. He willingly accepts out-of-town assignments to assist other BATO locations when the 
need arises, even though it may take him from home for a week at a time.
Debra Cefalo, BATO Operations Manager states, “Scotty is one of those drivers who quietly stands out. He 
is not only a great driver, but more importantly, a great person. He’s humble and is always willing to help 
someone else. Scotty is a true professional; the kind of person we are proud to have deliver our products 
and represent Bridgestone as a face to our customer.”

STEPHEN BARELA - Steve Barela began working for CPC in November 2009 as a Divisional Driver at the 
Walgreen Company Distribution Center in Flagstaff, AZ. Within 6 months he was assigned full-time at this 
location and quickly moved up to become the driver trainer for all new hires coming into the Flagstaff 
domicile. In January 2015 Steve transferred to the Walgreens domicile in Sweetwater, Texas. He has done 
an outstanding job in his role as the only peddle driver out of Sweetwater. Steve is always one of the top 
producing drivers in both on-time performance and throw rate.
In is off time Steve enjoys spending time with his 2 puppies, Maggie and Jake, playing golf and watching 
and/or attending the Dallas Cowboys and Texas Rangers games.

STUART OLSON - Stuart Olson has been a phenomenal driver for CPC at the Bridgestone Americas Tire 
Operations domicile in Ontario, California, since being hired in June 2002. He has done an outstanding 
job in customer satisfaction as well as being a very safe driver, following company policy at all times. 
Stuart is always willing to go the extra mile to keep his deliveries problem-free, including working with 
store managers and employees to ensure the unloading process goes smoothly. “Stuart is the best driver I 
have ever had,” states one store manager. “No matter how difficult the load is he always provides us with 
outstanding service.”
Stuart maintains a positive attitude even when faced with a challenging situations. Many incident reports 
have come in from the general public expressing satisfaction with the courteous way Stuart navigates his 
truck while on streets and freeways. His equipment is very well maintained and in immaculate condition. 
Stuart’s professional attitude has been a great asset to our driver community.

NEIL PURVIS - Neil Purvis has been with TMH Logistics in Maitland, Ontario since 1996 and hauls 
peroxide tankers out of the Maitland facility. He has achieved a career high status of having 
driven over three million miles accident-free. Safety is job one with Neil. He never takes short cuts, 
but ensures the job is done right the first time. He is very responsive to the needs of dispatch and is 
constantly willing to go the extra mile. Additionally, he is well respected by his peers as being a very 
conscientious worker who is always looking out for the welfare of his fellow drivers.
Presenting the CPC Canada Driver of the Year Award to Neil were John Harrison, CPC Director of 
Transportation and Frank Nodwell, TMH Fleet Manager. Attending the award presentation dinner 
were Neil’s wife, Ellen and his daughters, Sherry and Jennifer.

2017 DRIVERS OF THE YEAR
CPC Logistics is pleased to announce the 2017 Driver of the Year Award recipients. Through their outstanding 

commitment to service and safety, these individuals represent some of the finest driver professionals in the transportation 
industry. Congratulations to each of you and thank you for your commitment to excellence!
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WALGREEN COMPANY – NORTHEAST REGION – 
SEPTEMBER 16, 2018

1ST Row L-R:  Antonio Assis, Alex Amoah, Victor Pichardo
2nd Row L-R:  CPC Safety Manager Joe Cosenza, David Schimmoeller, 
William Charlebois, Phillip Stankiewicz & Kenneth Provonsil

JOHN DEERE SHARED SERVICES – N PLATTE, NE 
– SEPTEMBER 6, 2018

L – R:  Rick Harms, Richie McCuiston & Neil Macy

RECENT CPC SAFETY MEETINGS

Joe Cosenza

Safety Manager’s Tip of the Month
Physical & Mental Toolboxes

Physical toolbox:

•  Flashlight: An operational  
 flashlight is needed during 
 visual inspections. This will help  
 drivers remain visible to others  
 in periods of darkness. It can  
 be used to survey work areas  
 and to improve one’s ability to  
 read labels properly.
• Sunglasses: Protect your eyes  
 and reduce sun glare, which  
 can contribute to eye fatigue.
• Hammer / Mallet / Air gauge:  
 All three items may be used  
 to check tire air pressure. This  
 is of very important during every  
 inspection.
• Work gloves: Protect your  
 hands from the physically de 
 manding work.
• Other useful tools:
   • Straps
   • Bungee cords
   • Duct tape
   • Zip ties
• Hard copy maps: Have maps  
 available if GPS malfunctions.
• Water / snacks: Keep your  
 body hydrated and energized.

Mental toolbox:
• Schedule proper rest periods.
• Arrive to work on-time.
• Perform ALL required 
 inspection duties.
• Follow safe working practices:
 1. Use 3-points of contact when  
  entering and exiting the 
  tractor cab.
 2. Use the trailer door as a  
  shield to protect yourself from  
  potential hazard of falling  
  freight.
 3. Down stack elevated freight  
  during unloading process.
 4.  Use proper lifting practices  
  when handling freight.
•  Be mentally aware of safety on  
 the road by utilizing the Smith

 

•  Adjust speed (slow down) in  
 poor weather conditions.
•  Be aware of your footing in  
 poor weather conditions.  
 Prevent slips and falls by paying
 attention to your stride.
•  Keep a positive attitude while  
 driving and performing 
 physical tasks.
•  Do not take risks, think the 
 maneuver or task through.

Professional Truck drivers must ensure they 
have everything they need to keep the 
operation, the equipment and their mental 
and physical health ready for all the chal-
lenges of the day.

Key 1: Aim High in Steering

Key 2: Get the big picture

Key 3: Keep your eyes moving

Key 4: Leave yourself an out

Key 5: Make sure they see you

The
Smith5Keys

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE AUGUST 2018
CPC DRIVERS OF THE MONTH

EASTERN DIVISION
Thomas Chontofalsky
Bridgestone Americas Tire 
Operations
Doraville, GA 

Tyrance Hatchell
ICU Medical, Inc.
Rocky Mount, NC

MIDWEST DIVISION
Marcus Rios
Walgreen Company
San Antonio, TX 

WESTERN DIVISION
Stuart Solsten
Walgreen Company
Seatac, WA

CANADA DIVISION
Kapila Piyasena
Bridgestone Canada
Mississauga, ON
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CANADA HALL OF FAME FOR PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
The Private Motor Truck Council (PMTC) of Canada recently inducted 3 drivers into the Hall of Fame 
for Professional Drivers and CPC Logistics Canada is proud to announce David Armstrong as one of 
these prestigious honorees.
Dave began his driving career at 16 and has driven in every state and province except Newfoundland 
and Hawaii. He has been with the John Deere Fleet for over 30 years and he is consistently in the top 
10 for annual mileage. Dave is known for keeping his truck spotless and for helping his fellow drivers 
when needed.
Congratulations on this remarkable honor, Dave, from all of us at CPC Logistics!

RICK AUSTIN MEMORIAL DISPATCHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
The PMTC and CPC Logistics Canada recently presented the first ever Rick Austin Memorial Dis-
patcher of the Year Award to Linda Valliere of Praxair Canada.
Made to honor the memory Rick Austin, who passed away in March of 2017, this award salutes the 
exceptional, often under-appreciated efforts of a dispatcher who has made an outstanding contribution 
to his/her company.
Linda began with Praxair in Accounting, became secretary to the Controller, assisted in the roll out 
a customer software and became a dispatcher for primarily Ontario drivers. She is known for having 
an excellent rapport with the drivers, having gotten to know many of them and their families over the 

years. Linda understands the importance of driver safety and keeping the lines of communication open to ensure drivers 
are comfortable with their dispatches.

This year Linda celebrates her 40th Anniversary with Praxair Canada.

PMTC-AVIVA FLEET SAFETY AWARD
The John Deere Canada ULC Fleet is the recent recipient of the PMTC-Aviva Fleet Safety Award for Mid-Sized Fleet 
(under 75 Power Units).
John Deere ULC has operated its private fleet in Canada for over 41 years. It consists of 55 power units and 150 trailers 
running over 11.5 million km per year, distributing agricultural parts throughout Canada and the US. Personnel includes 
74 employees, of which 67 are drivers supplied by CPC Logistics Canada. John Deere is a six-time winner of the Private 
Fleet Safety Award.
The company has a written safety policy that is updated yearly. Prior experience, education and reference checks all factor 
into hiring. Potential new drivers must have 3 years of verifiable driving experience, submit current driver and CVOR 
abstracts, undergo a pre-employment physical and drug screen, and pass written and road tests.
New hires receive 2 days of in-house training on company procedures, product handling and safety practices. John Deere 
uses Electronic Logs and utilizes EOBRs to monitor its drivers’ compliance with speed.
John Deere investigates every incident, including written reports, interviews and remedial training where required. It also 
offers a safety awards program.

JOHN HARRISON RECOGNIZED FOR PMTC CONTRIBUTIONS
On behalf of the PMTC membership, President Mike Millian presented Past Chairman 
John Harrison with a token of appreciation for the contributions he made to PMTC 
during his term as Chairman and in the many previous years he served on the Board of 
Directors. John is the Director of Transportation Operations for CPC Logistics Canada.
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CANCER SCREENINGS
TOP 10 CANCER PREVENTION STRATEGIES. Remember these cancer-reducing tips and share them with fami-
ly and friends. Lowering your risk of cancer can be one of the keys to a longer, healthier life for you and those you love.

1. QUIT TOBACCO - Tobacco use is the biggest risk factor for cancer – and not just lung cancer. Cigarette smok-
ing and tobacco use is linked to other cancers, including bladder, cervical, mouth, esophagus, throat, kidney, pancre-
atic and stomach cancer. In addition to cancer, tobacco can also cause or increase your risk for heart disease, stroke,
diabetes, lung diseases, such as COPD, cataracts and immune system diseases, including rheumatoid arthritis.

2. PUT A LIMIT ON ALCOHOL - Drinking alcohol is linked to a greater risk of mouth,
throat, voice box, esophageal, liver, breast and probably colorectal cancer. If you choose to
drink alcohol, limit yourself to no more than two drinks per day (for men) and one drink per
day (for women).

3. AVOID CHEMICAL EXPOSURE - Chemicals found in the environment, including
some workplaces and certain hobbies, can raise your risk for many types of cancer,
including kidney and bladder. Some chemicals known to cause cancer are present in smoke,
pesticides, dust, fumes and other substances.

5. BE SUN SMART - The most common form
of cancer in the U.S. is skin cancer, striking
about 1 million Americans each year. Prevention
includes avoiding mid-day sun, dressing appro-
priately (tightly woven fabrics, long sleeves, long
pants, a hat and sunglasses) and applying sun-

screen (UVA and UVB protection, plus an SPF rating of at least 15). Also, 
don’t use lamps and tanning beds.

6. AVOID RISKY SEXUAL BEHAVIORS - Risky sexual behaviors,
such as having sex with multiple partners and/or unprotected sex be-
tween non-exclusive partners, may lead to sexually transmitted diseases
and/or other serious infections, including HPV, HIV and AIDS. HPV is
associated with cervical cancer, but may also increase the risk of other
forms of cancer in the reproductive organs.

7. GET SCREENED - Talk to your health care provider about screen-
ing recommendations. Knowing your personal and family health history
can help your provider determine a cancer-screening plan that is best for
you. Early detection through screenings can save your life.

8. BE PHYSICALLY ACTIVE - Studies show physical activity helps
to maintain a healthy weight and it may lower the risk for breast and colon cancer as well. The American Cancer So-
ciety recommends at least 150 minutes of moderate intense physical activity/week – preferably split between several
days for cancer prevention.

9. REMEMBER RADON - Radon, the second-leading cause of lung cancer, occurs naturally, as radioactive el-
ements in rocks and soil gradually break down. It can be found in buildings, some water supplies and underground
mines. For more information, visit the EPA website.

10. EAT HEALTHY AND MAINTAIN A
HEALTHY WEIGHT - Consider an eating plan

similar to the Mediterranean diet 
– a diet rich in fruits, vegetables,
whole grains, nuts and extra-vir-
gin olive oil. Limit your intake of

processed meats and avoid charbroiling. Being over-
weight is linked with an increased risk for cancer of 
the breast, prostate, lung, colon, kidney and possibly 
other cancers. To keep your weight in check, choose 
nutrient-dense foods and limit your intake of refined 
sugars and high-fat foods.

PEN
ENROLLMENT
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MILLION MILE 
AWARD

Congratulations to Doug Hausler 
on recently achieving the 

One Million Mile career status.

Pictured presenting the Million Mile Award to 
Doug are Brian Black, BATO On-Site Super-
visor, Steve Clayton, BATO DC Mgr., Mike 

Kazy, CPC Regional Mgr. and Debra Cefalo, 
BATO Transportation Operations Mgrs.

DRIVER OF THE MONTH 
AWARDS

Ray Davis assigned 
to Bridgestone Amer-
icas Tire Operations 
in Roanoke, Texas is 
shown with this Driver of 
the Month Award for May 
2018. 

Congratulations, 
Ray, and thank you 
for your dedicated 
service!

PJ Hulsey was recently 
presented the Driver of 
the Month Award for April 
2018. PJ is assigned to 
the Walgreens domicile 
in Pendergrass, Georgia. 

Shown presenting the 
award is CPC Regional 
Manager 
Greg Boyington. 

Congratulations PJ!

Sleep Apnea: It’s more than a snore
Living Right by JJ Keller
Snoring can be cute coming from a snub-nosed dog like a pug or 
Boston Terrier, but did you know snoring can be dangerous?

Snorting, snoring and gasping for breath during the night may be 
signs of sleep apnea, a breathing interruption caused by a blocked 
airway. The condition is sometimes called OSA or obstructive sleep 
apnea.

A Person with sleep apnea actually stops breathing repeatedly 
during sleep. A short deep breath, gasp, or sudden sensation of 
choking occurs when the airway reopens. Usually the sleeper is 
unaware of these sleep interruptions, which can occur hundreds of 
times each night.
A common symptom of sleep apnea is 
daytime sleepiness due to interrupted 
sleep at night. 

Additional symptoms include:

✤ Restless sleep or insomnia
✤ Difficulty concentrating
✤ Waking up several times a night to urinate
✤ Waking up with a dry mouth or sore throat
✤ Morning headaches
✤ Heartburn
✤ Decreased libido and erectile dysfunction

Sleep apnea is dangerous because left untreated it can contribute 
to serious health conditions including:
✤ High blood pressure  ✤ Stroke  ✤ Heart disease  ✤ Diabetes
✤ Depression

In addition to medical conditions, the daytime sleepiness caused by 
sleep apnea can decrease work or school performance and in-
crease the risk of accidents while driving or working.
If you are experiencing symptoms of sleep apnea, talk to a physi-
cian who may order a sleep apnea test to be done in a sleep center 
or possibly at home. After sleep apnea is diagnosed, 
treatment options can be discussed.

Are you at risk for sleep apnea?
Some people are at high risk for sleep apnea. 
Risk factors include:

Back sleeping  Large tonsils or adenoids
Obesity  Smoking
Chronic sinusitis  Family history of sleep apnea
Recessed chin or large overbite 
Large neck circumference 
(greater than 17 inches for men/15 inches for women)
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Check out the Company Store on the CPC  website for good quality CPC logo apparel… 
www.callcpc.com

1 YEAR
Abbe Jr,Gary
Allison Jr,Clifford
Bernklau,Drew
Bowe,Thomas
Clark JR,Richard
Hussein,Mohamed
McDaniel,Billie
Morrison,Justin
Pantoja,Celestino

2 YEARS
Budds,Chadd
Cannon,Mathew
Hargett,Christopher
Holthaus,Matthew
Isaacson,Carl
Lindsay,Jacob
Mills,Aaron
Vance,Brian
VanHorn,Dennis
Williams,Jeffrey
Woolford,Benjamin

3 YEARS
Alexander,Lanard
Coogler,Jodie
Daniels,Trent
Gaston,James
Hillers,James
Lewis,Kenneth
London,Christopher
Nunn,Perry
Rowley,Kenneth
Staller,Ethan
Vance,Maynard

4 YEARS
Beshears,Dennis
Estepp,James
Plemmons,Charles
Rowley,Kenneth
Wilson,Douglas

5  YEARS
Bessire III,Philip
Bonner Jr,Thomas
Centeno,Caleb
Fenlon,Donald
Fristoe,James
Ledford,Orvel

SAFETY AWARDS

LUNCH

DRIVER APPRECIATION LUNCH - 
WALGREENS ORLANDO FL

DRIVER APPRECIATION LUNCH - 
WALGREENS ORLANDO FL

A Driver Appreciation Luncheon was held at the 
Walgreen Company domicile in Orlando, Florida 
on September 14th. Shown enjoying the food are 
Ulysses Smith (seated), Bruce Althouse, Walgreens 

Fleet Mgr., Richie Rivera, Will Garcia, Damian 
Galarza & Johanne Paulino.

BATO-Woodridge, IL Driver 
APPRECIATION BBQAPPRECIATION BBQ

Employees at the Bridgestone Americas Tire Operations 
domicile in Woodridge, Illinois were recently celebrated 
with a Driver Appreciation Barbeque. On hand to grill and 
serve with a smile were 
CPC Logistics’ Safety 
Manager John Schlichter, 
Regional Manager Sam 
Currie and BATO On-Site 
Supervisor Dave Flaws.

John Bienemann, 
Frank Gilliam, 
Thomas Bowe 

and Demario 
Jones

James Volante, 
Lanard Alexan-
der, Lushawn 
Smith and 
James Mooney

Phillips,Bryan
Skokanek,Miroslav
Thompson,Stuart
Thorson,David

6 YEARS
Carpenter,Samuel
Crites,John
Grant,David
Gutierrez,Abel
Richards,Robert
Szweda,Thomas
Thomas,Leodis
Volante,James

7 YEARS
Cortinas,Joshua
Henderson,Justin
Nieto,Rodrigo

8 YEARS
Aiello,Joseph
Taylor,Fowler

9 YEARS
Beckham,Billy
Chavez-Perea,David
Edelman,Kenneth
Garcia,Jose
Modglin,Roger

10 YEARS
Gilliam,Frank
Thomas,Jimmylee

11 YEARS
Bechstein,Scott
Claxton,Brian
Erwin,James
Hart,Terry
Huge, Jr.,Charles
Kendrick,Bill
Lowe,Tiffany

12 YEARS
Helton,Richard
Mooney,James
Simmons,Nathaniel
Williams,Rodney
Winders,Raymond

13 YEARS
Morris,Jeffery

14 YEARS
Beal,Byford
Davis,Christopher
Gonier,Travis
Jones,Michael
Kalb,James

15 YEARS
McDonald,Todd

16 YEARS
Pruski,Harvey

17 YEARS
Bienemann,John
Burton,Randy
Morgan,Joseph
Reed,Larry

19 YEARS
Holland,John
Wall,Richard

24 YEARS
Staley, Jr.,Carl
Thomas,Jimmy

SAFE
DRIVING


